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Overview

Part 1. ATLAS analysis model 

• Data reduction from detector to analysis  

• ATLAS analysis model during Run 2 

Part 2. Analytics overview from CHEP 

• Logs, Ops, Physics







Constant pressure on 
resources

• Limited cash for new resources 

• Datasets are growing with time, and increasing rates. Driven by physics 
ambitions. 

• Actual events are more complex 

• Hardware and architectures continue to evolve 

• increased core counts 

• constraints on memory bandwidth 

• new architectures (Arm, co-processors) 

• new storage architectures





ATLAS analysis model for 
Run 2

• Derivation framework implemented to alleviate 
these pressures 

• Tighter control on number data formats, number of 
replicas, and more aggressive deletion policies.













Data management
• In addition to the new analysis model was the introduction of a dataset ‘lifetime’ model. 

• Each datatype has a lifetime where the data is ‘primary’ and not available for deletion. 

• Once lifetime has expired the data is ‘secondary’ and now subject to deletion which is triggered 
manually when neccessary. 

• If a dataset is touched then an extension to the lifetime is allowed.







Run 2 model summary
• xAOD format is readable by ROOT and Athena giving user 

flexibility for private analysis, preserving provenence of file 
content. All analysis should be done on DAOD. 

• Derivation framework allows production of separate xAOD files 
tailored to the different physics groups with a large reduction in 
total size on disk. 

• Coherent Analysis Release of recommended tools for users. CP 
tools operate on xAOD using common interfaces with source-
compatiblity between Athena and ROOT. 

• The bottom line is these changes enable increased physics output 
in an environment of static resources (compute, storage, people)



Looking ahead to Run 
3 and beyond











High Luminosity era 
• HL-LHC beyond 2026 ten times read-out rate 10kHz 

• Cope with the problem from all directions 

1. squeeze all possible resources 

2. adapt software for new hardware architectures 

3. utlilise advances in networking 

4. demand ever more cunning and innovation



Use of generic 
analytics tools



Analytics in ATLAS et al.
• Three broad areas: 

1. Logs collection, storage, view, insight 

2. Ops analysis, insight, steering. 

3. Physics analysis, testing the waters. 

Treasure trove of activity: CHEP2016 contributions

https://indico.cern.ch/event/505613/contributions/


Log analytics
1. CERN general analytics platform  

“HADOOP and friends” CHEP-231



Log analytics
2. CERN general analytics platform  
“First results” CHEP-229



Operations analytics
1. Benchmarking cloud resources CHEP-28 

Selection of benchmarks embedded in all ATLAS 
VMs



Operations analytics
2. XRootD Popularity on Hadoop Clusters CHEP-176 

Analysis of dataset popularity with Hadoop with aim to 
predict populartity of datasets and proactively place replicas



Operations analytics
3. Analysis of empty ATLAS pilot jobs CHEP-89 

Quantify the wallclock time used by short empty pilot jobs on a number of WLCG 
compute resources. Hadoop, Jupyter platforms.  



Operations analytics
4. Evolution of User Analysis on the Grid CHEP-190 

Insight into analysis performance by mining data from 
job and data records. Elasticsearch etc.



Physics analytics
1. Big Data Analytics Tools as Applied to ATLAS Event Data - 
CHEP-215 

Mapped DxAOD event data into Elasticsearch. Looked at 
performance of certain operations/filtering. Visualisation useful but 
simplistic.



Physics analytics
2. New Machine Learning Developments in ROOT  CHEP-321 

Machine Learning features in ROOT with deep learning 
toolkit, multithreading suitable for many-core and GPU 
architectures.



Physics analytics
3. Deep-Learning Analysis Pipelines on Raw HEP Data from 
the Daya Bay Neutrino Experiment at NERSC  CHEP-554 

Machine-learning analysis pipeline developed and 
operating at NERSC.



Physics analytics
4. Giving pandas ROOT to chew on: experiences with the 
XENON1T Dark Matter experiment CHEP-96 

Modified computing model to move between ROOT and non-
HEP analysis tools (e.g.,NumPy, SciPy, scikit-learn, matplotlib)



Conclusions



• On the face of it the gritty details of ATLAS analysis model is of little 
interest to SKA. Treat as a story from the coal face. 

• ATLAS was prepared to replace large chunks of its analysis model to 
ensure a successful Run 2 physics programme given available 
resources. 

• New analytics tools will help shape strategies by providing valuable 
insight about operational matters. Namely, how to squeeze resources 
and avoid wastage. 

• Robust platforms will be needed, open to all, allowing researchers to 
explore new ideas and techniques in both computing and physics 
domains. 

• Ask us how we’d do things now, from scratch. 

We've got no money, so we've got to think. -ER




